INTRODUCTION

With the release of TIBCO BusinessWorks 6 (BW6), current BusinessWorks 5 (BW5) customers must consider a number of challenges. These include the eventual sunsetting of BW5, the lack of a clear migration path to BW6, and a new deployment and runtime architecture. Now is the time to consider alternatives. The Red Hat Cloud-Native Integration solution supports modern and emerging technologies such as containerization, platform autoscaling, and serverless deployments, as well as DevOps features that can help deliver operations agility and reduce application development times. The Red Hat subscription model helps customers reduce license costs and only pay for what they consume.

Devoteam is an IT services consulting company that has a successful track record of helping customers migrate from TIBCO BW5 to Red Hat Fuse, part of Red Hat Integration. The Devoteam approach combines proven assessment tools, automated migration, and expertise to reduce the migration time and improve accuracy. Devoteam also uncovers target opportunities to modernize the application, such as decomposing monolithic SOA services into microservices, and works with customers to implement these changes.

SOLUTION AT A GLANCE

Devoteam provides smart tools and mature processes that enable efficient migration from TIBCO BW5 to Red Hat Fuse. The project involves the following:

1. An introspection tool that reviews the existing BW landscape, gains insight into dependencies, and identifies code that can be automatically migrated versus manually upgraded. It highlights areas that can benefit from modernization. This allows Devoteam to estimate the scope of the effort and develop a plan that is aligned to the customer business requirements.

2. An automation tool that converts the most common TIBCO BW5 functionality to Red Hat Fuse.

3. Creation of new components that redesign existing functionality to support new business processes.

The Devoteam migration focuses on helping to transform the organization into one that can respond quickly to meet new and evolving business demands.

RED HAT FUSE

Red Hat Fuse is a distributed, cloud-native integration platform with standalone, cloud, and integration Platform-as-a-Service (iPaaS) capabilities. Using Red Hat Fuse, integration experts, application developers, and business users can independently develop connected solutions in the environment of their choosing. This unified platform lets users collaborate, access self-service capabilities, and enforce IT governance. Red Hat Fuse, Red Hat AMQ, and Red Hat 3scale API Management, all part of Red Hat Integration, enable customers to deploy agile integration solutions. The application programming interface (API)-centric, container-based architecture decouples services so they can be created, extended, and deployed independently.

DEVOTEAM AND RED HAT STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Devoteam has been a Red Hat Premier Business partner since 2016. This status ensures that Devoteam
receives the highest level of visibility within Red Hat for training, accreditation, marketing, and technical support. Devoteam uses Red Hat as an innovation lab for emerging technologies. Red Hat Services and Devoteam often work jointly on customer migration projects. As a strong Red Hat partner, Devoteam employees are active contributors to the Open Source community.

CONCLUSION

Engaging Devoteam for migration to Red Hat Fuse provides a range of benefits, including:

• **Reduced risk.** Automated tools ensure that the BW5 code is accurately reviewed, including dependencies. This provides the basis for migration planning.

• **Improved time to value.** At each step of the process, automation and expertise reduce the migration time compared to manual processes.

• **Managed license costs.** Red Hat Fuse replaces expensive license agreements with monthly subscriptions and is based on community innovation.

• **Positioned for modern development/deployment.** With Red Hat Fuse, customers can leverage the cloud and use modern development standards to take advantage of agile application development practices.

LEARN MORE

For more information, contact Devoteam at tibco2fuse@devoteam.com.

Follow @Devoteam on Twitter and Linkedin. We are #Digitaltransformakers.

ABOUT DEVOTEAM

At Devoteam, we deliver innovative technology consulting for business. As a pure player for Digital Transformation of leading organisations across EMEA, our 6,700+ professionals are dedicated to ensuring our clients win their digital battles. With a unique transformation DNA, we connect business and technology. Present in 18 countries in Europe and the Middle East, and drawing on more than 20 years of experience, we shape Technology for People, so it creates value for our clients, for our partners and for our employees. At Devoteam, we are Digital Transformakers.

ABOUT RED HAT

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source software solutions, using a community-powered approach to reliable and high-performing cloud, Linux, middleware, storage, and virtualization technologies. Red Hat also offers award-winning support, training, and consulting services. As a connective hub in a global network of enterprises, partners, and open source communities, Red Hat helps create relevant, innovative technologies that liberate resources for growth and prepare customers for the future of IT.
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